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BACKGROUNDS

Beam-Beam: (Maruyama)
l Discrepancy in photon flux calculations JLC/NLC resolved:

Before: 500 GeV, 2 Tesla
JLC: 2,500 photons/train into CDC @ r=30 cm
NLC: 75,000 photons/train into CDC @ 1=30 cm

Now: BOTH: (1 TeV corn)
360,000 photons into CDC @ 2 Tesla
40,000 photons/train into CDC @ 4 Tesla
10 hits/mm*/train in VXD @ r=l cm

l ABEL vs. Guinea-Pig simulation codes agree
l Problem was photon energy cutoff in GEANT

l 200 keV -> 10 keV
l Current numerical a little fortuitous as VXD geometry

and IR layouts are different in each simulation
l Conclusion: If a wire TC is desired, must pay attention to

details of IR layout, more sophisticated masking, material
engineering, etc.
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Neutrons: (Maruyama, Sugimoto)
l From Beam-Beam hitting near IP

l NLC Calculation (1 TeV):
0 1 x lO’/cm*/yr

l JLC Calculation (500 GeV):
l 2.1 x 1 O*/cm*/yr for Design report
l 6 x 1 O’/cm*/yr when polyethelyne added around Ql
. NOTE:

l Neutrons add another 800/3000=25%  increase
in tracking chamber hits (not yet studied in
NLC)

l Difference due to relative transparency of Ql design

l From the Beam Dump: VERY PRELIMINARY
l NLC Calculation (not yet studied for JLC)

l 3 x lO*/cm*/yr within r = 1.5 m

Muons: Namito
0

0

0

Reduction in muon flux by 4-5 orders of magnitude for an idealized
annular magnetized iron spoiler system of 3 1 cm radius placed
continuously from beginning of collimation system to end of big
bend(1510m-2856m)
Need to simulate effect of realistic gaps & optics which will reduce
efficiency
Want to incorporate this kind of shielding into NLC design and see
if size/number of toroidal spoilers can be reduced.



Issues due to B,, Cl,, and L*

l Optical Issues (Peter Tenenbaum)

l Oc, and L* separate  incoming/outgoing beams
- no parasitic collisions

l limited transverse space for FD magnets
l Makes use of Crab Cavity necessary

BUT

’ B, with Oc, and L’
- Vertical steering

l 45 pm @ 4 Tesla, 2m, 20 mrad, 1 TeV
- Dispersion in B, blows up spot

l 135 nm in quadrature @ 4 Tesla, 2m, 20 mrad, ‘1 TeV
SR: 0.15 nm in quadrature

- Both effects simultaneously fixed by a 800 G-m
corrector INBOARD of Q IA

- Also need two other correctors  that steer the post-
collision beam to the extraction  line

- Brings up operational  issues of running with B, on and
B, off
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Engineering Issues (Andy Ringwall)

l Choice of magnet technology not final. We assume
- QlA,B and QDFA,B,C & QDDA,B are REC (rare earth

cobalt) because of space constraints and fears of water of liq.
He causing vibrations

- QlSC superconducting, 42 iron
l Problems

- REC with B, 1 1 to Ql A axis reduces maximum pole tip field
l 1.1% < reduction < 2.7% @ 1.5 Tesla (Pep-II)
l 8% < 66 < 21% @ 4 Tesla
l 20% < “ < 62% @ 6 Tesla

- range depends of physical properties of REC
- FEC with B, P1, to Ql A axis limited

l < 2000 G in case of Pep-11
l Conclusions

- Bare REC probably OK if limit B, < 2 Tesla
- Flux compensator required for B, > 2 Tesla if QlA is in axial

part of detector’s solenoid field
- Just beginning to think about implications of REC in radial

part of detector’s solenoid field
- Need approximate field maps for detector layouts to analyze

this problem
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Crab Cavity: (Joe Frisch)
- 0.05 degrees S band relative phase control required

00.003 degrees is expected
4ow and high power test prototypes could be constructed at
modest cost
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Crab Cavity Phase Noise Cakulations

The NLC is considering using a pair of “Crab Cavities’* to rotate the bunches at the IP and allow a
larger crossing angle. These cavities must be phased relative to each other with very high stability.
Slow drifts can be measured with the electron beam, and corrected with feedback. Pulse to pulse
jitter in measurement, and in the cavity drive are a potential problem. We try to estimate the size
of these effects.

The crab cavities can be designed for either S-band or X-band. Use of S-band will reduce the
problems caused by wake fields in the small irises of an X-band cavity. We will assume S-band
here as the phase tolerances are more difficult to meet for this case.

Drive SysCem: We are considering a drive system where the two cavities are driven from a single
klystron. The power is split and transported using waveguide. Relative phase adjustments between
the cavities are made with a second RF source, (probably also a klystron) a small fraction of
whose power is sent to one of the cavities. This power is used to make small changes to the rela-
tive phases and amplitudes.

r I I 1

I I
KlystKm Trim

Klystron I I

Jitter Requimncnts: Note that all jitter requirements are from the NLC ZDR. The amplitude jit-
ter requirements are -6%. and should be easy to obtain. The common mode phase jitter tolerance
is 0.5 degree. The differential mode phase tolerance is the most difficult specification at 0.05
degrees S-band. It is this tolerance that we will consider.

Drive Jitter: In the absence of an arcing, with the two cavities driven by the same Klystron, any
phase jitters are presumed to be due to path length changes in the drive waveguide.

0.05 degrees S-band corresponds to a waveguide length change of about 15 microns. This is much
larger than the stability tolerance for the magnets in the final focus, and should not be a problem.

Changes in the shape of the S-bar@ waveguide can changethe~propagation velocity, and therefore
the output phase. The length of waveguide from the klystron to each crab cavity is estimated to be
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Extraction Line

Yuri Nosochkov

(see Yuri’s slides)



Design Challenges

l Large energy spread in the disrupted beam requires optics with large
chromatic bandwidth.

l Small separation between incoming and outgoing transport line mag-

n e t s -  
l Large magnet apertures to transport both the primary beam and pho-

tons to one shared dump.
l Beam loss absorption along the dump line.
l Beam monitoring and measurement capabilities.
l Secondary beams: e+e- pairs, neutrons from the dump, etc.

Optics Features

l

l

One shared dump and magnet aperture for the outgoing primary beam
and the beamstrahlung photons.
20 mm horizontal chicane to separate the primary beam and the pho-
ton flux for independent measurements. No quads in the chicane for a
closed bump for all off-momentum particles.
IP image at secondary focal point in the middle of chicane
@12=R&b

Point-to-parallel transformation (R22=R,&)  from IP to the dump for
a minimal beam angular spread at the dump.
6 m free space after IP to reduce interference with the opposite incom-
ing beam line magnets.
5-quadrupole  system after IP to reduce over-focusing of the low
energy particles.
Maximum quad pole tip field 12 kG at E,, = 1 TeV.
Dump line length 136 m.



Aperture Considerations

l Beam size
l Orbit of low energy particles
l Photon flux aperture (max. half angle 1 mrad)

Particle orbit at

Photon flux
aperture Dump

136m *
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Case A1046
dE/E distribution at IP for
disrupted beam,
Total initial particles: 15000
Dump #ll, 01-21-99
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Case A1046
Distribution of’ lost particles: dE/E vs S
Total loss: 1.57% particles
Dump #ll, 01-24-99
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Case A1046
Power loss in the dump line (kW/m)
Total loss: 40.8 kW (1.57% particles)
Dump #ll, 01-24-99
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Case A1046
dE/E distribution  at dump
for 14765 survived particles
Dump #ll, 01-22-99
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Summary of Beam Losses

Case Particle Power
loss (%) loss (kw)

I A535 1 0.16 128. 1

I A1046 I 1.57

I 35.2



Small Spot Size Issues

Support Tube: Gordon Bowden
- need more information on location and nature of supports

before a good calculation can be done
- plot in LC-95 paper thought to be irrelevant to the problem

Optical Anchor R&D: Mike Woods
- lots of work in progress
- good results to date

Inertial Sensors: Joe Frisch
- Ideas for sensors exist
- Needs $$/effort for simulations and prototyping

Intra- Bunch Feedback: Marty Breidenbach
- Sample outgoing beam position with BPM
- Kick incoming beam to maximize beam-beam deflection

- Pre-Pre-conceptual
- feels 10 ns delay is achievable
- will begin real work once BaBar electronics issues done
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the rupport tube.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Optical Anchor

.1 meter 1ntMetec
- completed in FY97

.
10 mckr lntcrferometer

(without 100 kg quad)
- installation is complete

.

Projects

- ready to take data for commissioning and
characterization  ( s y s t e m  stability and noise; .
use piezo-driven mirror to perturb system
with known amplitude and frequency)

mover c-ion fii
- fixture is complete
- data taking complete comparing piezo mover,

capacitive sensors, geophones

JO0 bad with piezo sum
- standalone test setup with 3 piezo movers,

4 capacitive sensors and 2 geophones
- now taking data

ter with 1OOu
- modify 10 meter setup in project 2 to

include the setup from project 4
- not designed yet w-

- build a mockup with comparable geometry and
masses to NLC IR. Demonstrate lnm stability

- future (begin design summer ‘99 and complete by
spring ‘01)
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Inertial Motion Sensor

Position Feedback to keep
sensor within dynamic range

Spring

Resonant Frequency Fr =

-

Position
Output

Displacement due to gravity
~=&!d). (Ian correspond8 to 5Hz)



Inertial Motion Sensor - sample design
Movin8 Electrode

Fixed End
\

-Fixed Electrodes

4
) -14omm

Micrometer
COITSC centeriq adjust

PC
B o n d

PO rition
output



TESLA IR Talk

Olivier Napoly

Selected transparencies from talk


